1. Aims and tasks
- further popularization of unifight and expansion of geography of participating countries;
- strengthening of international sporting connections and exchange by experience between
the European national federations;
- determination of the strongest sportsmen of unifight in Europe.
2. Organization, timing and location of the competition
The competitions are held in Russia, Kaluga region, town of Medyn, Kirov st.,100, Sport
Hall "Russian Fight" on the 23rd – 28th of June, 2014.
Light Unifight
of June:
arrival of teams, quartering;
14.00-16.00 - Mandate Commission, weighing and casting lots of the Championship
participants;
16.00-17.00 - conference of members of organizational Committee, referee board
and representatives of commands, and in subsequent days - on completion of day of competitions;
17.00-18.00 -. official training on the stripe of obstacles.
23rd

24th of June:
10.00 – preliminary combats in light unifight of all the weight classes among men and
women;
18.00 – grand opening of UNIFIGHT European Championship;
19.00 – semi-final combats in light unifight of all the weight classes among men and
women.
25th of June:
10.00 – final duels in light unifight of all the weight classes among men and women;
12.00 – awarding of champions and winners in light unifight among men and women;
14.00 - weighing, Mandate Commission, casting lots of the Championship participants in
classic unifight;
18.00 – Congress of ECIFAU.
Classic Unifight
26th of June:
10:00 – preliminary combats in classic unifight of all the weight classes among men and
women;
27th of June:
10.00 – semi-final combats in classic unifight of all the weight classes among men and
women.
28th of June:
– final duels in classic unifight of all the weight classes among men and women;
15.00-16.00 - awarding of champions and winners among men and women in classic
unifight, grand closing of Unifight European Championship.

3. Administration of World Championship
3.1. Common guidance is laid realization of Championship of Europe on organizational
Committee. Direct guidance by realization of competitions comes true by a main referee assembly.
Referee of Championship is conducted in accordance with the Rules of competitions on an unifight,
ratified on Congress of FIAU in Saint Petersburg in 2005.
3.2. Head referee of the Championship, referee of international category – A. Mikula
(Ukraine)
Head secretary of the Championship, referee of national category – I. Zvyagintsev
(Ukraine).
4. Participants of the competitions
4.1. Competitions are conducted in the next weight categories:
- men (18 and older) – 60 kg, 65 kg, 70 kg, 75 kg, 80 kg, 85 kg, 90 kg, 95 kg, +95 kg;
- women (18 and older) – 48 kg, 52 kg, 57 kg, 63 kg, 70 kg, 78 kg, +78 kg.
4.2. Except participants in the complement of the team - 1 leader, 1-2 couches, 1-2 referees
and other officials by the decision of the Executive Committee of National Federation of “Unifight"
are additionally included.
4.3. Kimono of red and blue colors, gloves for hand-to-hand combat with open fingers with
emblem of “Unifight”, boxing helmet with emblem of “Unifight”, combat shoes with soft sole
without edging, shields on shin and foot instep, safe shell, capa. Helmet and gloves should match to
the kimono color. For the girls – protective equipment for the breasts. Every command must have
the no less 2th certificated knives "Unifight", and pneumatic pistol "Baikal".
4.4. Referees for maintenance of Championship of Europe are caused in decision of the
Referee assembly of ECIFAU.
Form of clothing of referees: black pantaloons, white shirt with a short sleeve, black
butterfly, soft sporting shoe of black, black socks red - blue sleeve protectors.
5. Terms of realization of competitions of classic unifight
Procedure of realization of drawing and order of realization of duels are set (after a
committee on credentials and weighing) by a referee assembly, depending on the amount of
participants in every gravimetric class.
Championship is conducted as a double-event:
5.1. Passing of stripe of obstacles: in the stripe of obstacles throwing of knife from distance
of 3 meters and firing is included in a target (inflatable marble) from a pneumatic weapon from
distance 15 meters. Miss of sportsman in a target at throwing of knife or at firing punished by the
additional overcoming of obstacle that is preceded to the line of firing and throwing of knife (as a
rule,"pipe"). If here a rival gets in a target, then a 1 point is awarded him (to the rival) in the second
round (for throwing and firing separately). A sportsman finishing the first on the stripe of obstacles
with a difference more than in 10 seconds gets additionally a bonus estimation in a 1 point that is
included to him in a 2th round, every subsequent 5 seconds of advantage are charged extra
additionally a 1 point.
If a participant finishing the second fell behind from the first participant more than on the
half of his time-of-flight of stripe, he is taken off from competitions, and clean victory is awarded
his rival. Winning of stripe is set off for one won round.
5.2. Duel on a ring: in preliminary fights on a ring are 2 rounds for 2 minutes of clean time,
in semifinal and final duels are 4 rounds for 2 minutes of clean time (for men). An interruption
between rounds is 1 minute. For women 2 rounds for 2 minutes on all stages of competitions
Competitions are conducted on the Olympic system with leaving after the first defeat.
in case if in a gravimetric class there will be 3 or 4 participants, then competitions in
this weight can be conducted on round robin.
if in two, following after each other, gravimetric classes will appear for 1-2 men,
then they can be incorporated in one - more heavy gravimetric class. Such decision on the eve of
realization of drawing must be accepted and ratified by protocol of joint conference of judicial

assembly of championship and leaders of sporting delegations of participating countries of
Championship.
6. Terms of realization of competitions of light unifight:
Competitions of light unifight are conducted as a double-event:
6.1. At passing of stripe of obstacles, a sportsman finishing the first with a difference more
than in 10 seconds gets additionally a bonus estimation in a 1 point that is included to him in a 2th
round, every subsequent 5 seconds of advantage are charged extra additionally a 1 point.
If a participant finishing the second fell behind from the first more than on the half of his
time-of-flight of stripe, he is taken off from competitions, and clean victory is awarded his rival.
6.2. A duel on a ring or fighter carpet is conducted with the use of different receptions of
fight.
In competitions on the rules of light unifight a duel on a ring is conducted only upright,
without a fight lying.
Victory is awarded to the sportsman managing the first to conduct the clean throw of rival
on a back, or to collecting the greater amount of glasses for throws on a side, stomach, breast,
buttocks. Throws are not set off on knees, knee, hands, hand. After realization of throw of
sportsmen lift in a bar and round proceeds. If a sportsman collects 10 points and more than for an
opponent, then a round closes before the appointed time, and he is declared a winner in a round.
If a sportsman conducts a clean throw is any throw on a back, then a duel ceases and clean
victory is awarded him in a duel.
In case if sportsman for the taken time on a fight in rounds it was not succeeded to conduct
the estimated throws from position of fight - upright and at attempts to conduct throws both
sportsmen fall on a ring simultaneously on a stomach, side or other parts bodies certain rules, a
judge on a ring after a concordance with lateral judges determines more active sportsman and
declares victory to him, in opinion of judges.
General victory in a double-event is awarded to the sportsman winning a pre-schedule
victory on the stripe of obstacles or in a fight on a ring, and if it did not happen - to winning 2
rounds from 3.
If a sportsman wins 2 first rounds - on the stripe of obstacles and the first round on a ring,
then a duel ceases and victory is awarded him.
On all stages of competitions (preliminary, in semifinal and final duels) duels on ring are 2
rounds for 2 minutes of clean time. An interruption between rounds is 1 minute.
7. Determination of winners
7.1. The winner of the final meeting occupies the first place, loser, is the second, losing the
semifinal meeting occupy the third places. Locations of other sportsmen are determined the in
accordance with that, in what circle they made off competitions. Losers are in &#188; finale share
out with 5 for a 8 place, not determined below than 8th place.
7.2. In gravimetric classes in that places played off on round robin, a winner and
prizewinners are determined on most of victories, on the mutual meeting between pretenders into
one place, on the amount of the gained victories, on the least amount of penalty glasses etc.
7.3. For determination of winners and prizewinners in an unofficial command test among the
countries of participants the evaluation indexes of the personal scores of sportsmen are set: I a place
is 7 points, II a place is 5 points, III a place is 3 points, 5-8 a place is a 1 point.
8. Rewarding
8.1. Champions and prizewinners are rewarded by medals, diplomas.
8.2. Accreditation of every sportsman on competitions is 70 euro from every participant.
8.3. Sportsmen, paying accreditation for participating in Championship of Europe on a
classic unifight, rid of payment in Championship of Europe of light unifight and accordingly vice
versa.
8.4. Participants winnings not a single duel, but from a few of participants in a gravimetric
class, entering the number of prizewinners, not rewarded valuable prizes.

8.5. To have all commands with two national flags and hymn of country on CD for an
opening, closing and rewarding ceremony.
9. Requests
9.1. The real Statute is a call on Championship of Europe. Participants arriving according to
a call be under an obligation to present in a committee on credentials through the representative or
personally request in two copies, documents, certifying their personality, and also insurance policy
on every sportsman.
9.2. For timely registration of entrance to Russia the foreign participants of Championship
must confirm the participation not later 1st of June, 2014 with pointing of passport data (xerox
copy of passports) of all members of delegation, job, position, address official and domestic.
9.3. This position is published on Russian and English languages, it is accommodated in the
Internet on a web-site FIAU www.unifight.com
10. Additional requirements
10.1. Placing of advertisement during realization of Championship with permission
organizational Committee.
10.2. Confirmation of participating (amount of participants with pointing of gravimetric
class) in Championship of Europe we ask to report to 1st of June, 2014 on bodies/to the fax:
+ 7 495 912 27 31, + 7 495 912 90 57(Russia). E - mail: unifight1@mail.ru, ecifau@inbox.ru.
There are contacts in town of Medyn: +7(48433)22351 secretary,
e-mail: sportklub@kaluga.ru.
Address realizations of Championship : Russia, Kaluga region, town of Medyn, street of
Kirov, 100, Sport Hall "Russian Fight".
10.3. Accommodation – 950 - 1300 rubles per a day, 3 meals per a day - 500 rubles per a
day

